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Are you current with ITA?

ITA Office Hours: Monday ~ Thursday, 9 am to 5 pm
(Fridays - CLOSED)

January+
Wednesday, January 12 ~ Kearns High School

Tuesday, January 11 ~ ITA Board of Directors’ Meeting
Tuesday, January 18 ~ Liberty Elementary

Thursday, January 20 ~ Ameritech Occupational Therapist Class Presentation
Thursday, January 20 + 27, February 3 ~ Team Training Workshop Classes
Sunday, February 6 ~ New Team Screenings
NOTE:

March 13, 2022 ~ MEMBER SCREENINGS (Call for an appointment soon!)
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Service Opportunities ~

Our list of facilities is growing daily. We have started or re-started
programs in 41 places now! And there are 13 more programs on our
waiting list. PLEASE check out

ITAVOLUNTEERS.COM
to ﬁnd some exciting new possibilities for yourself and your partner to
make someone’s day!

Lily, partner of Bob Albrecht, at Primary Children’s in December.
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NEW TEAMS
Debbie McAllister & Beatrice

(Ogden) Here’s another veteran handler with a new
partner—yay, Deb! Debbie has been an ITA team with
SIX other doggy partners since May of 2002.

Courtney Crichlow & Grizzly
(Salt Lake)

Missy Felsted & Lucy
(Salt Lake)

Jane Fischer & Mickey

What a wonderful
way to start a new year!
Welcome to all the
incredible new teams from our
October classes!
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(Salt Lake) Jane has been an ITA
member for 7 years already, currently
serving as the chair of our Board of
Directors. She is excited to finally be
able to be a team!

Josh Goldberg
& Zeus
(Salt Lake)

NEW TEAMS

(cont.)

Vanessa Hartley & Audie
(Salt Lake)

Paige Hillenmeyer & Heidi
(Salt Lake)

Eric Nichols & Zidane
(Salt Lake)

Theresa Penttila & Milo

Shea O’Brien
& Milly
(Salt Lake)

(Salt Lake)

Jean Revord & Max
(Salt Lake)
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PARTNER LEAVING EARTH
Scout, partner of Andrea & John Snarr

(Kaysville) Joining in November of 2011, Scout and
Andrea retired in the autumn of 2018.

Andrea’s Tribute to Scout

May 30, 2010 – December 16, 2021
years, working with children with autism and
ith deep sadness, we share the passing
other disabilities. He also served at numerous
of Scout, a Shetland sheepdog, who
served Intermountain Therapy Animals (ITA), events such as the traumatic brain injury clinic,
county charities and fundraisers, end-of-secountless clients, and his family, neighbormester stress relief events at universities, and
hood, and community well. He was a Sheltie
various kids’ camps. He appeared in newspawith a beautiful sable coat. He loved the outdoors, and spent many hours with friends and pers twice as a feature story about ITA. Whenever he saw his red ITA neckerchief and heard,
family, hiking on mountain trails, camping,
“Do you want to go on visits?” he perked up,
backpacking, and snowshoeing into yurts. He
also loved kayaking. He was curious and inter- became excited, and was ready to go.
ested in learning about everything around him. He was handled and trained by both me and
He loved nothing more than to go on a walk
my son, John, who began therapy work at age
or visit with someone. His other great love was 13. Scout helped John recognize his abilities
food, and he enjoyed playing “hide and seek,”
and focus less on his limitations.
especially if a treat was part of the discovery.
Scout had a special demeanor from the start.
Scout worked for ITA for over eight years,
He loved to engage with people of all ages
greeting and comforting patients at the South
and especially loved children. He knew many
Davis Community Hospital in acute care,
tricks, and he delighted children with his
skilled nursing care, and assisted living for
antics. He also helped Scout leaders present
six years and then at Matt’s Place for over two
awards to numerous Eagle Scouts, demonstrating the value of self-control by holding a piece

W
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(continued next page)

Tribute to Scout (cont.)
of bacon on his nose throughout the presentation until he was released and allowed to eat it.
When on daily walks, he was puzzled by anyone who didn’t want to stop and say hello. He
had the most loving and open heart for everyone, and willingly accepted the demands and
hardships of therapy work. He saw numerous
clients on each visit and needed a long, restorative nap upon returning home. Many of these
clients he visited for years and established deep
connections with them.

The children at Matt’s Place hoped for Scout
to return, sending well-wishes and cards, and
Andrea worked hard to recover, hoping to get
well enough to visit once again. But after a few
years when Andrea was finally able, Scout had
aged and was having trouble with some possible nerve damage from the accident. While his
mind and heart were willing to go—even up
to the end—his body could not, and he retired
from therapy work.

On December 16, 2021, Scout moved on,
leaving our hearts aching but full of the love
A few years ago, Andrea, her dear friend, and
Scout suffered a horrific tragedy as pedestrians he shared and the example of kindness, friendship, patience, loyalty, and charity he showed
hit by a distracted driver. Andrea was severely
his whole life. Scout was born to help others.
injured, her friend died and, though injured,
We will carry Scout in our hearts, for he has
Scout limped over a mile home to alert Anbecome part of us, and therefore, we are never
drea’s husband. Because of Scout’s heroic efreally separated when we truly love. We are
forts, her husband was able to see her before
she was loaded onto Lifeflight. During Andrea’s grateful to Scout for the opportunity of knowlong recovery process in hospital rehabilitation, ing and loving him. We thank ITA for the
opportunity to be part of the important work
Scout did some of his most important work
they do, enabling the very best in dogs to bless
visiting her. Susan Daynes and her dog also
people when they need it most. We agree with
visited during one of Andrea’s occupational
Ben Hur Lampman: “The best place to bury a
therapy appointments, and Andrea got to experience first-hand the value of animal-assisted dog is in the heart of his master.”
therapies in healing body—and heart.
– Andrea Snarr
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OUT & ABOUT

Karin & Dori, Becky & Sumo, Bee & Coach, and
Diana and Luke at the U of U “Puppies and
Pinatas” event on December 8th.

Bob & Anok, Judy & Thibodeaux, and Diana
& Luke helped SLCC students de-stress in
November.

ITA teams went recently to
Bozeman Deaconess Hospital to
greet those who were arriving
to get their vaccinations. These
sessions were particularly important (and much more fun)
when they began to vaccinate
the children!
We had to stay outside. Still, our
teams were able to meet and
greet everyone as they arrived
and then celebrate with them as they left. My Maggie was particularly
happy to shake hands with each child as they came out the door. We
congratulated them and thanked the children and their parents.
It was fun to see how proud the children were (showing off their bandaids) and how happy they
were that the shot was behind them. As were their parents! Many mentioned how relieved they
felt that they could now safely celebrate the holidays with their extended families.
The reactions of the 8-year-old above, with Maggie, were typical!
— Carol Baumann & Maggie
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MORE OUT & ABOUT

Our annual holiday visit to Benchmark Health, so that the kids can have
their pictures taken with a therapy animal, was a big hit again this year.
Thanks to Mark Miller for always organizing this fun outing, this year with
10 teams—9 dogs and a cat!

Mark & Peabody, Tammy & Quincy, Eric & Zidane, Bob & Anok, Karin & Dori, Cheyanne Sadie,
Ann & Suzi the cat, Beth & Edgar, Peggy & Gu and Mark & Macy at the Benchmark photo event.

Here are just a few of the thanks notes we got from the kids afterwards:
• Thank you very kindly for bringing your therapy dogs during this ruff season with missing
home, COVID-19 and so much more. When you brought the therapy dogs and cat it reminded
me of home and I appreciate it very much.
• You are one of the cutest dogs that ever existed! I wish I could cuddle more with you because
you helped me with some emotions I was going through. I am eternally grateful for the service
you gave.
• Life is [deleted] … but you made it better. Thank you!
• Thanks for letting me find happiness that day.
• You warmed my heart and made me about to cry. Thank you for that—it was years since I have
seen dogs like these that made me about to cry in happiness.
• Thank you so much for coming to see us. It really made the holidays feel warm and cozy
even though we could not see our families.
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OUR WORDS MATTER

I

ntermountain Therapy Animals is committed to helping our volunteers learn ever more about
their animal partners and continually improving our relationships with them.

In Unit 7 of our Therapy Team Training manual, we include our Teaching & Training Philosophy, introduced in May of 2015. In the part about Expectations of ITA Volunteers, we touch on
language and action that help us all to think and behave more respectfully. The dawn of a new
year is a perfect time to remind ourselves of these things, to reflect on our own actions and improve even further in the future.
We all know that the words we use can lay the groundwork and quite literally help us change our
thoughts and actions. Here is trainer Karen B. London’s take on this subject:

Choose Words Wisely When
Talking About Dogs

of that connection. Our words show how we
view the world, what has value for us and what
doesn’t. Because words are powerful, we must
take care when wielding them—including
when it comes to discussing dogs.

6 ways the language we use to discuss
1. “Cue,” not “command”
our dogs matters.
Listen in at the dog park and you’re likely to
hear all kinds of words used when people talk
about their dogs. By
tuning into what they’re
saying, you can get a
pretty good idea about
the way they view their
dogs, and what kind of
relationship they have
with them. Here are
some terms to listen for,
and what they may be
saying about the speaker’s unconscious perspective toward dogs.
What we say matters, full stop, and the language we use when talking about our dogs
informs and reveals our connections with
them. It also reflects our views on the structure
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In old-style dog training, people issued commands and expected their dogs to obey. The
modern approach is to
give the dog a cue to
let him know what we
want him to do. When a
dog didn’t comply with
a command, he was
considered disobedient
and was perhaps punished. In contrast, when
a dog doesn’t respond
appropriately to a cue,
it’s easier to acknowledge that he might have
misunderstood it, or been distracted.
What’s the difference? Cues offer dogs opportunities to perform behaviors for the possibility
of reinforcement, while a command offered
the possibility of being punished if their response was not what was desired. The change
from saying “command” to saying “cue” doesn’t
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produce this change in perspective—it simply
reflects it.

2. “Confused,” not “bad”

When dogs don’t do what we want or have
asked them to do, it isn’t unheard of to hear
them described as bad,
disagreeable or even
stupid. Using derogatory terms to describe a
dog who is unsure about
what we want puts all the
blame on the dog and
none on us.

3. “She” or “he,” not “it”
Many times, animals are referred to by the
pronoun “it,” the same word we use for inanimate objects like chairs and washing machines,
which is pretty impersonal. Using a gendered
pronoun (“he” or “she”)
makes it more personal,
acknowledging that the
dog is an individual,
living being.

What’s the difference?
Using a gendered pronoun better reflects the
close relationship and
It’s far better to considthe emotional connecer them “confused” or
tion we have with dogs.
“uncertain”—to consider
When I was in graduate
that the dog wasn’t able
school, I was taught that
to be successful in that
if an animal has a name,
moment out of confuit was appropriate in
sion, uncertainly or inscientific papers to refer
sufficient training rather
to that animal as he or
than to slap on a negative
she, but if not, “it” was
label after an undesirable
the proper term. That
response.
meant that animals in
What’s the difference?
lab colonies were generSuggesting that there was
ally referred to in more
a barrier to success for
personal terms than
our dog (such as a disthose in the wild. I’m
tracting smell or a lack
happy that today, almost
of training in a particular context) as opposed to calling the dog bad, everyone uses a gendered pronoun rather than
stubborn or resistant shifts our viewpoint from the impersonal “it.” As “they” becomes a more
the dog giving us a hard time to the dog having common pronoun for both individuals and for
a hard time. It’s also a good way to reframe our groups, it also carries the more personal coninteractions with our dogs and to increase our notation even though “they” is used for both
living beings and inanimate objects.
empathy with them.
(continued next page)
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OUR WORDS MATTER (cont.)
4. “Mix,” not “mongrel”
There are a lot of terms for dogs who do not
belong to a specific breed. Some people consider the term “cross” appropriate for the dog
who has two purebred parents of different
breeds, and use “mix” or “mixed breed” for
dogs whose ancestry includes more than two
breeds. Both of these terms are descriptive and
many consider them neither positive nor negative, but simply factual. However, “mongrel”
and “cur,” which reference dogs of unknown
or highly diverse ancestry, are considered to be
derogatory.
What’s the difference? Using terms for dogs of
complex or unknown ancestry that imply anything bad about such dogs is problematic since
it suggests some dogs are inherently inferior or
less valuable than other dogs. Interestingly,
“mutt” used to be considered a rude way to
refer to a dog who was
not a purebred, but the
term has been elevated
to one of affection and
respect. In fact, many
use the term with the
most positive of connotations. Again, language matters!

5. “Well-trained,” not “compliant/
obedient”

When people talk about a dog who is compliant or obedient, there’s an implication that the
dog is responding to force or power, neither
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of which is helpful in a loving relationship. On
the other hand, if a dog’s behavior is admirable
and the explanation is that the dog is welltrained, that conveys a much more positive
feeling.
What’s the difference? Saying that a dog is
well-trained suggests that the dog has learned
a lot, and that someone has taken the time and
effort to teach the dog how to behave. It is so
much more pleasing to think (and say) that the
dog knows what to do and does it rather than
to assert that the dog is being coerced to act a
certain way.

6. “Partners,” not “masters”

People who still refer to themselves as their
dog’s master are viewing the relationship quite
differently than people who call themselves
their dog’s guardian,
pet parent or best
friend.
What’s the difference?
The idea that dogs work
for us is not the same
as the notion that they
work with us. There is a
big difference between
being teammates or
partners with your dog
and being your dog’s master. How we describe
the relationship between ourselves and our
dogs is an indication of how we think of that
relationship.
Language matters when we’re talking about our
dogs. Let’s choose our words thoughtfully and
enjoy the benefits of more loving, more caring
relationships with our canine companions. 
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The Lighter Side
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ITA MEMORIES
We held our very first gala to celebrate
ITA’s Tenth Anniversary, way back in
September of 2003 at the downtown
Marriott. We now have 17 such parties
(live and in person) under our belt,
and we honestly have no idea when we
will ever be able to have a large group
gathering again!

[ABOVE] Mark Koelbel and Shauna
Lake from KUTV-2 TV were our hosts,
pictured here with longtime Ogden
member Claudette Baker.
[RIGHT] Art therapist Louise
Fischman and the children at the
Primary RTC created 24 bowls for us.
They were a highlight of our very ﬁrst
auction.
[BELOW] Another hot auction item
was this delightful Airstream dogbed!
Our star attraction was having Robert Kirby
as our guest speaker. People talked about
his hilarious speech for years afterward.
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